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ABSTRACT
This early doctoral proposal describes several interesting questions
on how to design better cloud function schedulers for Function-asa-Service platforms. I have started tackling these open questions,
specifically how to improve function latency via increasing code
locality. Preliminary evaluation shows that our proposed algorithm
can reduce latency by up to 60% at the expense of a higher level of
node imbalance.

FaaS services, like AWS Lambda 1 , IBM OpenWhisk 2 , Microsoft
Azure 3 , and Google Cloud Functions 4 ; and the open source project
OpenLambda was created to work in research problems related to
this architecture [7].
FaaS architectures are becoming increasingly more popular, as
they provide the following advantages for developers and software
architects:
• The abstraction level allows the developer to easily run their
code in a cloud environment, without the need to learn about
infrastructure deployment.
• Service elasticity will be managed by the cloud provider,
freeing FaaS users from dealing with provisioning planning
or unexpected workload peaks.
• FaaS users are billed on per-access basis. Functions are executed only when needed, and no idle time is accounted in the
cost, which could lead to reduced hosting costs by between
66% and 95% [2, 4].
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1

MOTIVATION

Recent trends in software development have moved away from complex monolithic applications, decomposing them and modularizing
into smaller stateless services, currently known as microservices,
each with a bounded context and able to communicate with other
modules to compose the complete application.
Besides the advantages for developers to have isolated, easier to
debug or upgrade modules, microservices leverage cloud platforms
to provide a high level of scalability [6]. However, microservices,
which usually run containerized, require to be active and listening
for incoming connections, leading to possible unused/overprovided
resources like the VMs running the containers.
Serverless computing is an emerging cloud architecture model
where developers can focus on programming their applications
instead of worrying about infrastructure concerns. In this model,
abstraction reaches the server level, and developers can stop thinking about VM deployment, scalability, fault tolerance and other
infrastructure issues [10].
Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) is a subclass of serverless platforms,
where a stateless piece of code is executed in response to a triggered
event [9, 10]. Major cloud services providers currently provide

Despite the aforementioned benefits, FaaS architectures present
disadvantages that must be taken into account when considering its
adoption, and represent open research challenges. Concretely, there
are several research challenges in serverless computing: Optimizing
overheads, scheduling policies, cold starts, session management,
code and data locality, load balancing, execution time constraints,
among others [2, 3, 5, 7, 9].

2

PROPOSED WORK

For my doctoral research, I will focus on the performance related
challenges. Specifically, I will study how to intelligently schedule cloud functions, to improve performance metrics in FaaS
architectures.
For example, due to the event-based execution nature of FaaS
architectures for a function invocation, an environment initialization may be required in the worker node that will carry out the
job. Potential high latencies, derived from the initialization phase,
make this architecture no suitable for some use cases [2].
The research questions that I will attempt to address in my
research are:
(1) Can we reduce function launch time via intelligent scheduling decisions that seek to minimize control plane and data
plane communications?
1 https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
2 https://developer.ibm.com/openwhisk/
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3 https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/functions/
4 https://cloud.google.com/functions
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(2) How can we reconcile possibly conflicting goals of the function scheduling process? (e.g., balance worker load, maximize
data locality, maximize code locality, meet QoS guarantees)
(3) Could the provider offer differentiated services so that we
only need to optimize the scheduling of those functions that
need quick launch time?
(4) Could delaying function launch time, when the functions
are part of complex workflows, help improve performance?
I believe these are important questions, and answering them will
advance the state-of-the art in FaaS function scheduling.
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3

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

In this section, I describe our preliminary work tackling question 1
above. Specifically, my current focus has been on how to improve
function latency via increasing code locality (by running functions
at workers that have already cached the packages required by those
functions).
Cloud function latency relies heavily on initialization time, where
the worker node receives the request and prepares the required
environment to run the incoming cloud function. Initialization
time increases when the user function requires large packages
or libraries to be loaded before its execution. To overcome this
issue, a proposed solution uses a cache at the worker nodes, to
keep packages preloaded prior to function execution, which leads
to speed-ups of up to 2000x for workloads that require only one
package [8].
We believe that caching benefits can be better exploited by a
function scheduler that takes into account cache capacity. In a
current project, we found that existing schedulers for FaaS platforms are simplistic and only focused on load balancing between
the worker nodes, and we have looked into the use of packageawareness scheduling to take advantage of any package possibly
cached in response to a previous access [1]. Our proposed algorithm
tries to co-locate functions with common package dependencies
into the same worker nodes, while avoiding to imbalance the jobs
between all available nodes.
Preliminary evaluation shows that our proposed algorithm can
reduce latency by up to 60% at the expense of a higher level of
node imbalance. These results strengthen our decision to explore
ways to improve the performance of FaaS platforms through the
construction of an efficient scheduler.
While the preliminary results are encouraging, I am working on
a more comprehensive evaluation that will include a simulationbased exploration of the configuration space as well as real tests
using OpenLambda in a public cloud.
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